
CANACCORD GENUITY GRIFFINS held their nerve – but only 
just – to win a thrilling grand final of the revived Indoor 
Cricket League on Tuesday night. 
 
Tom Kirk managed to play out the last two ball of the match 
with Irregulars to secure a dramatic 42-40 victory, with both 
sides having won two skins apiece. 
 
Last pairing Kirk and team captain Jordon Martel went into 
bat with their team in good shape thanks to the 
performance of player-of-the-match Adam Martel and Luke 
Bichard, who combined to put on 30 in the third skin to put 
Griffins in the driving seat. 

However, a brilliant one-handed diving catch from Waleed Jami off the first ball Kirk faced put the 
cat among the pigeons once again. 
Irregulars took a wicket in all four of the fourth skin overs, including a run-out off the fourth ball of 
the last over, to really build the tension, but Kirk managed to get his side over the line by dotting out 
Lee Forshaw's final two deliveries. 
Earlier, Werner Van Zyl and Alban Ford had seemingly set up Irregulars, who topped the round-robin 
stage with an unbeaten record, for a good total as they put on 29 for the first skin. 
Thereafter, though, Irregulars were pegged back by a combination of decent bowling and some 
outstanding fielding which ensured Griffins picked up wickets at regular intervals and prevented 
their opponents from reaching double figures in the remaining three skins. 
'It was a really good game because if Griffins had lost a wicket off the last ball, Irregulars would have 
won,' said Guernsey Cricket Board chief executive Mark Latter, who presented the trophies 
afterwards. 
'Griffins looked really good in the field and that fielding performance was probably the difference in 
the end because Irregulars looked in line for a good score but then lost wickets consistently. 
'The teams who have the understanding of angles and lines while fielding create opportunities. A 
run-out is always on in indoor cricket and having that nous really makes a difference.' 
 
The preceding plate final had been a cracker, too. 
Wanderers just about managed to defend their fine score of 97, although Pilgrims came mightily 
close to chasing them down, finishing just four short in a game where, again, both sides won two 
skins apiece. 
The Wanderers total was relatively spread out among their four pairings whereas the Pilgrims got off 
to a flier in their reply thanks to Ryan Courtney and Ben Maxon before finishing with a flourish 
thanks to Declan Martel and Lewis Oliver. 
Dom O'Brien took the player of the match honours with a contribution of 28 while his teammate Rob 
Palmer's performance of 16 was enough for him to take the overall player of the series accolade. 
 
'The four teams who took part were all glowing in their praise of having indoor cricket back and it is 
testimony to it that we could have had more teams playing than that but we were limited this time 
due to space constraints,' Latter said. 
'We are in the process of securing a long-term deal with the ISC to maintain our presence there and 
we hope to have perhaps three or four nights of indoor cricket there in November and December, 
probably with a couple of divisions. 
'There is certainly a lot of interest and it is a very good game because everyone is involved all the 
time, guaranteed to bat, bowl and field.' 
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